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Yusef Komunyakaa

Many of the poems here come from an in-progress collection entitled Night
Animals. I have always been excited by the night. Even when nighttime may
have been seen as a time of reckoning or a cauldron of brutal surprises, for
me, it was still a time and place of reflection and sober resolve. I knew the
physical landscape intimately, I also felt as if I knew the night’s psychological
depth even long before I read Robert Frost’s “Acquainted with the Night,”
though his poem does underscore my feelings concerning night’s mystery.
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A procession begins in the blueblack gratitude between worlds,
& The Rebirth Jazz Band
marches out of what little light
is left among the magnolia blooms.
Step here, & one steps off
the edge of the world. Step there,
& one enters the unholy hour
where one face bleeds into another
as a horse-drawn buggy
rolls out of the last century,
& the red-eyed seventeen-year locust
grows deeper into the old hushed soil.
Lean this way, a blue insinuation
takes over the body. Step here,
& one’s shadow stops digging its grave
to gaze up at the evening star. Or,
at this moment, less than a half step
between day & night, birdhouses
stand like totems against the sky.
A flicker of wings & eyes,
mockingbirds arrive with stolen songs
& cries, their unspeakable lies & omens
as if they are some minor god’s
only true instrument & broken way
on stage in the indigo air.
They come with uh huh & yeah,
a few human words, to ghost-white boxes
on twelve-foot poles,
to where each round door-hole
is a way in
& a way out of oblivion.
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The Blue Hour
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giovanni singleton

The Country Alchemical: A Poetics Statement
Dilation. Aperture and the co-mingling of “wood” and “would” as if possible
could be in the by and by when the morning comes. Down the country for
what a mind thinks and a hand writes. Highway 64 West. Manakin-Sabat near
to Short Pump, Goochland County, Virginia.
All things with which we deal, preach to us. What is a farm but a mute gospel?
The chaff and the wheat, weeds and plants, blight, rain, insects, sun. . .
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson
Jerusalem Baptist Church. Hallelujah on high.
Grandma Lois
Rosa Belle
fill. Some cousins.

Uncle Wesley Sunday’s house would

We sitting on wooden benches and the wooden floor creaking beneath the
feet and bottoms of country folk wanting to go up to yonder when time came.
An empty sheet of paper I want to fill. You don’t know what’s out there. The
“Good Book.” Willows weeping. Pods of magnolia on the ground unable to
open, to let loose the scent.
Things had always begun in silence and prayer. Children in their place
learning not to eat anything you have not grown yourself. What jars contain
to last across seasons. The odor of pig waiting its time to pork chop and
bacon.
Poetics of preservation, of serving. Originally organic. Write the writing
stuffed with expanse of sky, of air. Some trees please? But no, it’s about the
field. Field hockey player. My cleats to steep an open field. Form up for grabs.
Projective. Voicing. Objectivist. The picking of ripe fruits and vegetables.
Weeding. Backyard garden in the city. Some bit of country.
And Mom on the subway in the nation’s capital says, “Hello. And how are
you?” to perfect strangers like they neighbors across the way. Some bit of
Southern. I would do a “hybrid” and douse pinstriped overalls with blue velvet
jacket, thinking Thoreau-ian thoughts.
Then the mirror reflects: Ms. Mavis Cooley from North Carolina way
crocheted and sewed and dipped her snuff. And North Carolina Granddad
chewed tobacco inside chipmunk cheek. So composition thusly a road the city
could not impede.
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Wherever I go, I meet “dust tracks,” for example, in Mei-mei Berssenbrugge’s
long-lined poems discovered in the pages of Conjunctions. They pushed at the
margins. Let me kick up dirt. Sometimes the writing events want to intricate
themselves so follow hair’s braided rows of corn. Weaving by design. Sign and
signature.
Freight trains and crickets whistle nighttime lullaby. How now it is that
country, that land I stand in writing the frame of the closed door open.
Backwards but forwards. Stick and pen. Barefoot in the grass, telling it like
the wind.
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TC Tolbert

“We don’t change the word, the word changes us.”
—sign in front of North Chattanooga Church of God, Hixson, Tennessee
“James’s open space may be full of potential predators, but in Freud’s open
space a person may turn into a predator.”
—Adam Phillips in On Kissing, Tickling, and Being Bored
“For to one is given through the Spirit the utterance of wisdom, and to
another the utterance of knowledge according to the same Spirit, to another
faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by the one Spirit, to
another the working of miracles, to another prophecy, to another the ability
to distinguish between spirits, to another various kinds of tongues, to another
the interpretation of tongues.”
—1 Corinthians 12:8-10
I grew up believing in possession. I spent my Sundays at North Chattanooga
Church of God watching demons be cast out of people—good seeming people.
The Devil had gotten a hold of them and made them do and say things.
Made them kill or rape or drink alcohol or sass their elders or have unclean
thoughts or masturbate or drive too fast or be queer. These people needed
hands laid down on them (someone, somewhere, please touch me). They
needed to be filled with the Holy Spirit, a kind of counter-spell to the horrible
inside.
The Holy Spirit would sometimes send people running up and down the aisles
(unclear if they were pursuing or being chased), it might make their bodies
convulse, a kind of inspired and terrifying celebration that undulated between
laughter, pleading, weeping, and cheers. But those most filled with God could
be identified by how they were filled with language. To speak in tongues was
to be spoken through – a language both intensely private and necessarily
shared – glossolalia – a kind of benevolent wildfire on the tongue – to receive
the most excruciating, exquisite untranslatable articulations as a gift.
In Queer Space, Aaron Betsky says,“we make and are made by our spaces.”
In the South I was made by, we had secrets and we had stories. We put our
hands on each other. We talked with our mouths full. We wandered. We
were disowned and, then, we were smothered. We were women. We spoke in
tongues. We paid for things with our good looks. We hit one another. We hit
hard. We healed the people we loved. When we needed to, we would dance
and we would sing.
The cadence of a good Pentecostal preacher denies contradiction. There
is a surety there, a solidity that exists in absolute tension with the logical
306
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ambivalence of so much in the Bible. The uncertainty of a miraculously
confounding world is resisted primarily through the rhythm—a driving—
where the full bore of language becomes a comfort, producing what Saul
Williams refers to in hip hop as the “affirmative nod,” where we will
inadvertently agree with any kind of bullshit because it sounds so damn good.
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My family used to (and some still do) call me Missy Moe. Missy because it’s
short for Melissa, my birth name, but also it sounds like, and is a bit, prissy.
And an admonishment, maybe, for a certain brand of sass. A Southern woman
should never be too proud. Moe comes from The Three Stooges. Think: bowl
cut, mischievous naiveté, round eyes, always a little bit surprised. In “Low
Culture,” Dodie Bellamy says, “If I were to write the story of my life with
emotional honesty, my relationship to my body would be the most important
thing.” My _____ body. My demure, accommodating, apologetic female
body. My ashamed, glorious, bewildering trans and queer body. My proud,
traditional, judgmental southern body. My authoritative, serendipitous,
entitled white body. My sweaty body obliged to be humiliated, domineering,
scandalous coming straight from the working class. I’m curious about names
and how bodies show up in private, in public, on the page. What textual
bodies exclude and what they make room for. What did a name like Missy
Moe allow?
I suppose I write to speak my body out of and into existence. I write to speak
in tongues and to prophesy. To know something I can’t know. To surrender.
To be a good-bad body written into. To be read. To be a good-bad body gone
bad-good.
my body my word my horror my healing my home my leaving my god my (w)
hole my south

bloodroot
it was only yesterday
when we three cinnamon dipped girls
squatted behind the smokehouse
and peed yellow streams
into dead leaves and dust
we built leaf huts
gossiped in grass kitchens
our hands placed
where hips would grow
cardboard living rooms chattered
where pretend menfolk
waited on blackberry mud pies
imaginary husbands came home
smelling of tobacco, hay and sweat
and were served sweet iced tea
plucked from the air
our mamas called to us
out screen doors
while we played
against the shady side
of a poplar tree
we daydreamed
in purple Indian Creek skies
hoping that motherhood
would swoop down
riding on the backs of a blue jays
& horizon-kissed feathers
would float newborns
into the fleshy round of our bellies
praying that spiraling pine needles
caught in the wind
would somehow land between our legs
and make us bleed
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